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In this paper we study properties of complex symmetric operators. In particular, we
prove that every complex symmetric operator having property (β) or (δ) is decomposable.
Moreover, we show that complex symmetric operator T has Dunford’s property (C) and it
satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem if and only if its adjoint does.
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1. Introduction
Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space and let L(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. If
T ∈ L(H), we write σ(T ), σp(T ), σap(T ), Γ (T ), σsu(T ), σe(T ), σle(T ), and σre(T ) for the spectrum, the point spectrum, the
approximate point spectrum, the compression spectrum, the surjective spectrum, the essential spectrum, the left essential
spectrum, and the right essential spectrum of T , respectively.
A conjugation on H is an antilinear operator C : H → H which satisﬁes 〈Cx,C y〉 = 〈y, x〉 for all x, y ∈ H and C2 = I .
An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be complex symmetric if there exists a conjugation C on H such that T = CT ∗C . In this
case, we say that T is a complex symmetric operator with conjugation C . This terminology is due to the fact that T is a
complex symmetric operator if and only if T is unitarily equivalent to a symmetric matrix with complex entries, regarded
as an operator acting on an l2-space of the appropriate dimension (see [14]).
The concept of complex symmetric operators was motivated by the antilinear eigenvalue problem Tx = λx¯ where T is an
n×n symmetric complex matrix and x¯ denotes the complex conjugation of the vector x in Cn . In [25], Takagi noted that this
equation gives information about eigenvalues of |T | := (T ∗T ) 12 and he obtained various results based on this observation.
Indeed, complex symmetric operators have been studied for many years in the ﬁnite dimensional setting. Recently, S.R.
Garcia and M. Putinar have proved interesting results for this class of operators in the inﬁnite dimensional case (see [12]).
The class of complex symmetric operators is unexpectedly large. This class includes all normal operators, Hankel operators,
compressed Toeplitz operators, and the Volterra integration operator, and there are a lot of consequences and applications
concerning complex symmetric operators (see [10–16,26], etc.).
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several special properties in local spectral theory such as decomposability, property (β), Dunford’s property (C), the single-
valued extension property, and so on. An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to have the single-valued extension property (or SVEP) if
for every open subset G of C and any H-valued analytic function f on G such that (T − z) f (z) ≡ 0 on G , we have f (z) ≡ 0
on G . For an operator T ∈ L(H) having the single-valued extension property and for x ∈ H we can consider the set ρT (x) of
elements z0 in C such that there exists an analytic function f (z) deﬁned in a neighborhood of z0, with values in H, which
veriﬁes (T − z) f (z) ≡ x. We let σT (x) = C \ ρT (x) and HT (F ) = {x ∈ H: σT (x) ⊂ F }, where F is a subset of C. An operator
T ∈ L(H) is said to have Dunford’s property (C) if HT (F ) is closed for each closed subset F of C. An operator T ∈ L(H) is
said to have property (β) if for every open subset G of C and every sequence fn : G → H of H-valued analytic functions
such that (T − z) fn(z) converges uniformly to 0 in norm on compact subsets of G , then fn(z) converges uniformly to 0 in
norm on compact subsets of G . It is well known that
Property (β) ⇒ Dunford’s property (C) ⇒ SVEP.
It can be shown that the converse implications do not hold in general as can be seen from [4] and [22]. When an operator
T ∈ L(H) has the single-valued extension property, we say that T has property (δ) if for every open cover {U , V } of C,
the decomposition H = HT (U ) + HT (V ) holds. An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be decomposable if for every open cover
{U , V } of C there are T -invariant subspaces M and N such that H = M + N , σ(T |M) ⊂ U , and σ(T |N ) ⊂ V . In [22],
it is shown that T has property (β), and (δ) if T ∗ has property (δ), and (β), respectively. Moreover if T has both property
(β) and property (δ), then T is decomposable, and vice versa. We say that an operator T ∈ L(H) is super-decomposable if
for any open cover {U , V } of C, there is an operator R ∈ L(H) satisfying RT = T R , σ(T |ran(R)) ⊂ U , and σ(T |ran(I−R)) ⊂ V .
Every super-decomposable operator is clearly decomposable. It is well known from [22] that T is super-decomposable if
and only if T has Dunford’s property (C ) and for any open cover {U , V } of C, there is an operator R ∈ L(H) for which
RT = T R , ran(R) ⊂ HT (U ), and ran(I − R) ⊂ HT (V ). For an operator T ∈ L(H), we deﬁne a spectral maximal space of T to be
a closed T -invariant subspace M of H with the property that M contains any closed T -invariant subspace N of H such
that σ(T |N ) ⊂ σ(T |M), where T |M denotes the restriction of T to M.
One of the main reasons we are interested in local spectral theory comes from the fact that it is closely related to the
invariant subspace problem. Decomposability, property (β), and Dunford’s property (C) are closely related to this problem.
In fact, J. Eschmeier and M. Putinar [9] proved that an operator with property (β) and with rich spectrum has a nontriv-
ial invariant subspace. Decomposability is stronger than property (β). It is well known from [22] that if a decomposable
operator in L(H) with dim(H) > 1 has spectrum consisting of at least two points, then the decomposable operator has a
nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace. Moreover, if an operator has Dunford’s property (C), then its local spectral subspaces
are hyperinvariant subspaces (see [4] or [22]).
Finally, we take a look at some concepts from Fredholm theory. An operator T ∈ L(H) is called upper semi-Fredholm if T
has closed range and dimker(T ) < ∞, and T is called lower semi-Fredholm if T has closed range and dim(H/ran(T )) < ∞.
When T is either upper semi-Fredholm or lower semi-Fredholm, T is called semi-Fredholm. The index of a semi-Fredholm
operator T ∈ L(H), denoted index (T ), is given by index(T ) = dimker(T ) − dim(H/ran(T )) and this value is an integer or
±∞. Also an operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be Fredholm if it is both upper and lower semi-Fredholm. An operator T ∈ L(H)
is said to be Weyl if it is Fredholm of index zero. Moreover, if we can ﬁnd the smallest positive integer m such that
ker(Tm) = ker(Tm+1), then m is called the ascent of T and T is said to have ﬁnite ascent. Moreover, if there is the smallest
positive integer n satisfying ran(Tn) = ran(Tn+1), then n is called the descent of T and T is said to have ﬁnite descent. We
say that T ∈ L(H) is Browder if it is Fredholm of ﬁnite ascent and ﬁnite descent. We deﬁne the Weyl spectrum σw(T )
and the Browder spectrum σb(T ) by σw(T ) = {λ ∈ C: T − λ is not Weyl}, σb(T ) = {λ ∈ C: T − λ is not Browder}, and write
π00(T ) := {λ ∈ isoσ(T ): 0< dimker(T − λ) < ∞} where isoσ(T ) denotes the set of all isolated points of σ(T ). It is evident
that
σe(T ) ⊂ σw(T ) ⊂ σb(T ).
We say that Weyl’s theorem holds for T if
σ(T ) \π00(T ) = σw(T ), or equivalently, σ(T ) \ σw(T ) = π00(T ).
We say that Browder’s theorem holds for T ∈ L(H) if σb(T ) = σw(T ). An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be hyponormal if T ∗T 
T T ∗ . Coburn showed in [5] that Weyl’s theorem holds for hyponormal operators and there exist various generalizations of
his result (see [2,3,7,21,23,24]).
The aim of this paper is to study properties of complex symmetric operators. In particular, we prove that every complex
symmetric operator having property (β) or (δ) is decomposable. Moreover, we show that a complex symmetric operator T
has Dunford’s property (C ) and it satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem if and only if its adjoint does.
2. Decomposability
In this section we prove that just one of property (β) and property (δ) is needed for decomposability of complex
symmetric operators, and we provide some applications of this result. Let G∗ := {z¯: z ∈ G} for any set G in C.
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if T is decomposable.
Proof. Assume that T has property (β). We will show that T ∗ has property (β). Let D be an open set in C and let
fn : D → H be a sequence of analytic functions such that
lim
n→∞
∥∥(T ∗ − λ) fn(λ)∥∥K = 0
for every compact set K in D , where ‖ f (λ)‖K := supλ∈K ‖ f (λ)‖ for an H-valued function f (λ). Let K be any compact
subset of D . Then we get that
lim
n→∞




∥∥(T − λ)C fn(λ)∥∥K ∗ = 0. (1)
We claim that if g(λ) is an H-valued analytic function at λ0, set h(λ) := Cg(λ) and so h(λ) is analytic at λ0. If g is analytic
at λ0, write g(λ) =∑∞n=0 an(λ−λ0)n for all λ in some neighborhood of λ0 and an ∈ H. Hence for all λ in some neighborhood
of λ0,













∥∥C fn(λ)∥∥K ∗ = 0,
that is, limn→∞ ‖C fn(λ)‖K = 0. Since C2 = I , it holds that limn→∞ ‖ fn(λ)‖K = 0. Hence T ∗ has property (β). Since both
T and T ∗ have property (β), T is decomposable by [22]. On the other hand, if T has property (δ), then T ∗ has property
(β) by [22]. We can verify that T is decomposable using a similar argument. The proof of the converse statement follows
from [22]. 
Before considering some applications of Theorem 2.1, let us ﬁrst recall that if T ∈ L(H) has the polar decomposition
T = U |T |, we deﬁne the Aluthge transform of T by T˜ := |T | 12 U |T | 12 , and the sequence {T˜ (n)} of Aluthge iterates of T is
given by T˜ (0) := T and T˜ (n) := ˜(T (n−1)) for every positive integer n (see [17,18], and [19] for more details). Note that every
hyponormal complex symmetric operator is normal (see [10]).
Corollary 2.2. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. If T˜ (k) is hyponormal for some nonnegative integer k, then T is
decomposable and Lat(T ) is nontrivial.
Proof. Since T˜ (k) is hyponormal, it follows that T˜ (k) has property (β). By [20], T has property (β). Hence T is decomposable
by Theorem 2.1. If σp(T ) ∪ σp(T ∗) = ∅, then it is obvious that Lat(T ) is nontrivial. Otherwise, T is a quasiaﬃnity, i.e., T has
trivial kernel and dense range. Since T˜ (k) is hyponormal and complex symmetric by [10], it follows that T˜ (k) is normal
by [10]. Hence Lat(T˜ (k)) is nontrivial. Then by [17], Lat(T ) is nontrivial. 
In the following corollary, we state several useful results which immediately follow from Theorem 2.1, [4], and [22].
Corollary 2.3. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. If T˜ (k) is hyponormal for some nonnegative integer k, then the following
statements hold.
(i) T has property (β), Dunford’s property (C), and the single-valued extension property.
(ii) For any closed subset F in C, HT (F ) is a spectral maximal space of T and the inclusion σ(T |HT (F )) ⊂ σ(T ) ∩ F holds.
(iii) If M is a spectral maximal space of T , then M = HT (σ (T |M)).
(iv) f (T ) is decomposable where f is any analytic function on some open neighborhood of σ(T ).
(v) HT ({0}) = {x ∈ H: limn→∞ ‖Tnx‖ 1n = 0}.
(vi) rT (x) = limn→∞ ‖Tnx‖ 1n for all x ∈ H where rT (x) := limsupn→∞ ‖Tnx‖ 1n denotes the local spectral radius of T at x.
(vii) If S ∈ L(H) and X S = T X where X is a quasiaﬃnity, then S has the single-valued extension property and XHS(F ) ⊂ HT (F ) for
any subset F of C.
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conjugation C on H, as deﬁned in [12].






where T2, T3 ∈ C0 for some conjugation C on H and T1 commutes with C . Then T is a complex symmetric operator.





. Since CT1 = T1C , it follows that〈
CT ∗1Cx, x
〉= 〈Cx, T ∗1Cx〉= 〈T1Cx,Cx〉 = 〈x,CT1Cx〉 = 〈T ∗1x, x〉
for all x ∈ H. Thus CT1∗ = T1∗C . Therefore, we obtain that
CT ∗ − TC =
(
CT ∗2 CT1








Hence T is a complex symmetric operator. 






where T2 is nilpotent of order 2 and T1T2 = T2T1 . If T2 ∈ C0 for some conjugation C on H and T1 is a decomposable operator which
commutes with C , then T is decomposable.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that T has property (β). Since T1 is decomposable, it follows from [22] both T1 and T1∗ have prop-
erty (β). Let f j = f (1)j ⊕ f (2)j be an analytic H ⊕ H-valued function deﬁned on an open set D in C such that (T − λ) f j(λ)




(T1 − λ) f (1)j (λ) + T2 f (2)j (λ)









∗ − λ) f (2)j (λ)]= 0 (3)
uniformly on compact subsets of D . Since T 22 = 0 and T1T2 = T2T1, it follows from (2) that
lim
j→∞
(T1 − λ)T2 f (1)j (λ) = 0 (4)





j (λ) = 0 (5)





∗ − λ) f (2)j (λ) = 0




j (λ) = 0 (6)
uniformly on compact subsets of D . By Eq. (2), we have
lim
j→∞
(T1 − λ) f (1)j (λ) = 0
on compact subsets of D . Since T1 has property (β), it follows that f
(1)
j (λ) converges uniformly to 0 on compact subsets of
D . Hence f j(λ) converges uniformly to 0 on compact subsets of D , and T has property (β). Moreover, since T2 is nilpotent
of order 2, it follows from [10] that T2 is a complex symmetric operator. From Lemma 2.4, we obtain that T is a complex
symmetric operator. Hence T ∗ has property (β) according to the proof of Theorem 2.1 and T is decomposable by [22]. 











, then it is clear that C is a conjugation on H ⊕ H and T is a complex symmetric operator by
Lemma 2.4. Since T1 is decomposable, it follows from [22] that both T1 and T ∗1 have property (β). Thus it is easy to show
that T has property (β). By the proof of Theorem 2.1, T ∗ has property (β), and so T is decomposable by [22]. 



















Hence T is a complex symmetric operator. Since T 2 = T1T2⊕T1T2 and T1T2 has property (β), we know that T 2 has
property (β). Therefore, T has property (β) from [22]. By Corollary 2.6, T is decomposable. 
We illustrate by example the usefulness of Corollary 2.7. Recall that an operator A ∈ L(H) is said to be algebraic of
order m if there is a polynomial p of minimal degree m such that p(A) = 0.
Example 2.8. We know from [16] that all normal operators and all algebraic operators of order  2 are complex symmetric.
Moreover, the squares of such operators have property (β). These facts ensure that for any normal operator N ∈ L(H) and









are both decomposable from Corollary 2.7.
3. Dunford’s property
In this section we ﬁnd relations between local spectra of complex symmetric operators and their adjoints and show the
equivalent statement; a complex symmetric operator has Dunford’s property (C) if and only if its adjoint does. We begin
with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric with conjugation C . Then σT ∗(Cx) = σT (x)∗ and σT (Cx)∗ = σT ∗(x) for all x ∈ H.
Proof. Suppose that λ0 ∈ ρT (x). Then there is an H-valued analytic function f (λ) in a neighborhood D of λ0 such that
(T − λ) f (λ) = x for every λ ∈ D . Then(
T ∗ − λ)C f (λ) = C(T − λ) f (λ) ≡ Cx on D.
Therefore, (T ∗ − λ)C f (λ) = Cx for all λ ∈ D∗ . Since C f (λ) is analytic on D∗ as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we get λ0 ∈
ρT ∗(Cx). Hence ρT ∗(Cx) ⊃ ρT (x)∗ . Conversely, assume that λ0 ∈ ρT ∗(Cx). Then there exists an H-valued analytic function
f (λ) in a neighborhood D of λ0 such that (T ∗ − λ) f (λ) = Cx for every λ ∈ D . Then we have
(T − λ)C f (λ) = C(T ∗ − λ) f (λ) ≡ x on D.
In other words, (T − λ)C f (λ) ≡ x on D∗ . Hence λ0 ∈ ρT (x), and so ρT ∗(Cx) ⊂ ρT (x)∗ . Therefore ρT ∗(Cx) = ρT (x)∗ . Since
(C \ G)∗ = C \ G∗ for any subset G of C, we have that σT ∗(Cx) = σT (x)∗ . We obtain the second equality in a similar
fashion. 
Theorem 3.2. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator with conjugation C . Then T has Dunford’s property (C) if and only if
T ∗ has Dunford’s property (C).
Proof. Assume that T has Dunford’s property (C). Since T has the single-valued extension property, it is easy to show
that T ∗ has the single-valued extension property as an application of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We want to show that
HT ∗(F ) = HT ∗(F ) for every closed set F in C. Suppose that F is a closed set in C. If y ∈ HT ∗ (F ), then there is a sequence
{yn} in HT ∗(F ) with limn→∞ ‖yn − y‖ = 0. Hence limn→∞ ‖C yn −C y‖ = limn→∞ ‖yn − y‖ = 0. Since yn ∈ HT ∗(F ), we know
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property (C ), we get that





Claim. HT (E) = CHT ∗(E∗) for any subset E of C.
Let x ∈ HT (E). Then σT (x)∗ ⊂ E∗ . Hence the ﬁrst statement implies that σT ∗(Cx) ⊂ E∗ and so Cx ∈ HT ∗(E∗). Thus we
have CHT (E) ⊂ HT ∗(E∗). Similarly, CHT ∗ (E∗) ⊂ HT (E). Hence HT (E) = CHT ∗(E∗), which completes the proof of our claim.
By the above claim, we obtain C y ∈ CHT ∗ (F ). Therefore, we have CHT ∗ (F ) ⊂ CHT ∗ (F ). Since C2 = I , we get that
HT ∗(F ) = C
(
CHT ∗(F )
)⊂ C(CHT ∗(F ))= HT ∗(F ).
Thus HT ∗ (F ) = HT ∗(F ) for every closed set F in C. Hence T ∗ has Dunford’s property (C). The converse statement holds in
a similar method. 
Corollary 3.3. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. If T has Dunford’s property (C), then HT ∗(F ) is a spectral maximal
space of T ∗ and σ(T ∗|HT∗ (F )) ⊂ σ(T ∗) ∩ F for any closed subset F in C.
Proof. Since T ∗ has Dunford’s property (C) by Corollary 3.2, the proof follows from [4]. 
From Theorem 3.2, we obtain some results about super-decomposability of complex symmetric operators.
Proposition 3.4. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator with conjugation C . Then T is super-decomposable if and only if T ∗
is super-decomposable.
Proof. Suppose that T is super-decomposable, and let {U , V } be an open cover of C. Then it is easy to prove that {U ∗, V ∗}
is also an open cover of C. As remarked in Section 2, by [22], T has Dunford’s property (C ) and there is an operator
R ∈ L(H) for which RT = T R , ran(R) ⊂ HT (U∗), and ran(I − R) ⊂ HT (V ∗). First, we know from Theorem 3.2 that T ∗ has
Dunford’s property (C ). Set S = C RC . Then since RT = T R , it holds that
ST ∗ = (C RC)(CT C) = C(RT )C = C(T R)C = (CT C)(C RC) = T ∗S.
Hence S ∈ L(H) commutes with T ∗ . In addition, because (G∗) = (G)∗ for any subset G of C, applying Lemma 3.1, we have
that {
Sx= C RCx ∈ CHT
(
U∗
)= CHT ((U )∗)= HT ∗(U ), and
(I − S)x = C(I − R)Cx ∈ CHT (V ∗) = CHT
(
(V )∗
)= HT ∗(V )
for every x ∈ H. Therefore, T ∗ is super-decomposable by [22]. We can show the converse in a similar fashion. 
For any operator T ∈ L(H), deﬁne {T }′ := {S ∈ L(H): T S = ST } to be the commutant of T , and let LT : {T }′ → {T }′ be
given by LT (S) = T S . Note that {T }′ is a closed subspace of L(H).
Corollary 3.5. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then the following statements hold.
(i) T is super-decomposable if and only if both T ∗ and LT ∗ are decomposable.
(ii) If σ(T ) is totally disconnected, then both T and T ∗ are super-decomposable, and both LT and LT ∗ are decomposable.
Proof. (i) By [22], T ∗ is super-decomposable if and only if both T ∗ and LT ∗ are decomposable. Hence the result follows
from Proposition 3.4. (ii) If σ(T ) is totally disconnected, then T is super-decomposable by [22]. We complete the proof
using Proposition 3.4 and statement (i). 
Another application of Theorem 3.2 is about Dunford’s boundedness condition (B). Recall that an operator T ∈ L(H) has
Dunford’s boundedness condition (B) if T has the single-valued extension property and there exists a constant K > 0 such
that ‖x‖ K‖x+ y‖ whenever σT (x) ∩ σT (y) = ∅, where K is independent of x and y.
Proposition 3.6. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then T has Dunford’s boundedness condition (B) if and only T ∗
does.
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Since T has the single-valued extension property, we can derive that T ∗ has the single-valued extension property as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let x, y ∈ H satisfy σT ∗(x) ∩ σT ∗(y) = ∅. Since σT ∗(x) = σT (Cx)∗ by Lemma 3.1, it holds that
σT (Cx)∗ ∩ σT (C y)∗ = ∅ and hence σT (Cx) ∩ σT (C y) is the empty set. Since T has Dunford’s boundedness condition (B),
there is a constant K such that ‖Cx‖  K‖Cx + C y‖, where K is independent of x and y. Thus ‖x‖  K‖x + y‖, which
means that T ∗ has Dunford’s boundedness condition (B). The converse holds using a similar argument. 
For any T ∈ L(H), let S1(T ) be the collection of sets δ ⊂ C such that the vectors of the form x+ y with σT (x) ⊂ δ and
σT (y) ⊂ C \ δ are dense in H.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that T ∈ L(H) is a complex symmetric operator with the single-valued extension property. Then the following
statements hold.
(i) If T satisﬁes Dunford’s boundedness condition (B), then for any δ ∈ S1(T ∗) there exists one and only one bounded idempotent
E(δ) on H such that E(δ)x = x if σT ∗(x) ⊂ δ and E(δ)x = 0 if σT ∗(x) ⊂ C \ δ.
(ii) If T has the property that 〈x, y〉 = 0 for any x, y ∈ H with σT (x) ∩ σT (y) = ∅, then T ∗ has the same property; in this case, T ∗
has Dunford’s boundedness condition (B).
Proof. (i) Since T ∗ has the single-valued extension property by some applications of the proof of Theorem 2.1 and it satisﬁes
Dunford’s boundedness condition (B) by Theorem 3.6, the proof follows from [8].
(ii) Suppose that σT ∗(x) ∩ σT ∗(y) = ∅. Since σT ∗(x) = σT (Cx)∗ by Lemma 3.1, we get that σT (Cx) ∩ σT (C y) = ∅. From
the hypothesis, 〈x, y〉 = 〈C y,Cx〉 = 0. Furthermore, since 〈x, y〉 = 0, the inequality ‖x‖ ‖x+ y‖ holds clearly. Hence T ∗ has
Dunford’s boundedness condition (B). 
If T ∈ L(H) and x ∈ H, then {Tnx}∞n=0 is called the orbit of x under T , and is denoted by O(x, T ). If O(x, T ) is dense
in H, then x is called a hypercyclic vector for T . An operator T ∈ L(H) is called hypercyclic if there is a nonzero hypercyclic
vector x ∈ H for T , and T is said to be hypertransitive if every nonzero vector in H is hypercyclic for T . Denote the set
of all nonhypertransitive operators in L(H) by (NHT ). The hypertransitive operator problem is the open question whether
(NHT ) = L(H).
Lemma 3.8. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then T is hypercyclic if and only if T ∗ is hypercyclic.
Proof. Suppose that T is complex symmetric with conjugation C . If T is hypercyclic, then there is a hypercyclic vector x ∈ H
such that O(x, T ) = H. This implies that CO(x, T ) = CH = H. Since CTn = T ∗nC for any nonnegative integer n, it follows
that H = O(Cx, T ∗). Therefore, T ∗ is hypercyclic. By the same method as the above, we can show the converse. 
Theorem 3.9. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then Tn ∈ (NHT ) if and only if (T ∗)n ∈ (NHT ) where n is any positive
integer.
Proof. Since T ∈ (NHT ) if and only if Tn ∈ (NHT ) by Theorem 1.7 in [19], it suﬃces to show that T ∈ (NHT ) if and only
if T ∗ ∈ (NHT ). By the proof of Lemma 3.8, we know that x ∈ H is hypercyclic for T if and only if Cx is hypercyclic for T ∗ .
Since CH = H, we conclude that T ∈ (NHT ) if and only if T ∗ ∈ (NHT ). 
Corollary 3.10. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. If r(T ) = 1 where r(T ) denotes the spectral radius of T , then T ∗ ∈
(NHT ).
Proof. Since T ∈ (NHT ) by [19], the proof follows from Theorem 3.9. 
4. Fredholm theory
Finally we consider Weyl’s theorem and Browder’s theorem for complex symmetric operators and their adjoints. First of
all, we begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator with conjugation C . Then the following statements hold.
(i) σp(T )∗ = σp(T ∗), σap(T )∗ = σap(T ∗), σsu(T )∗ = σsu(T ∗), and Γ (T )∗ = Γ (T ∗).
(ii) σle(T )∗ = σle(T ∗), σre(T )∗ = σre(T ∗), and σe(T )∗ = σe(T ∗).
(iii) Cker(T − λ)∗ = ker(T − λ) and Cker(T − λ) = ker(T − λ)∗ .
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limn→∞ ‖(T − λ)xn‖ = 0. Thus we have limn→∞ ‖(T − λ)∗Cxn‖ = 0. Since ‖Cxn‖ = ‖xn‖ = 1 for all n, λ ∈ σap(T ∗) and so
λ ∈ σap(T ∗)∗ . Hence σap(T )∗ ⊂ σap(T ∗). Similarly, we can show the converse inclusion. Thus this equality σap(T )∗ = σap(T ∗)
holds. Using a slight modiﬁcation of the above argument, we obtain the equality for the point spectra. For the surjective
spectra and the compression spectra, note that σsu(R)∗ = σap(R∗) and Γ (R)∗ = σp(R∗) for any R ∈ L(H). Thus we obtain
σsu(T )∗ = σsu(T ∗) and Γ (T )∗ = Γ (T ∗) from the equalities for the approximate point spectra and the point spectra.
(ii) Since σre(R)∗ = σle(R∗) and σe(R) = σle(R) ∪ σre(R) for any R ∈ L(H), it is enough to show σle(T )∗ = σle(T ∗).
From [6], we see that λ ∈ σle(R) if and only if there exists a sequence {xn} of unit vectors in H such that {xn} weakly
converges to 0 and limn→∞ ‖(R − λ)xn‖ = 0 for any R ∈ L(H). Therefore, using the proof of (i), it suﬃces to prove that if
{xn} weakly converges to 0, then {Cxn} weakly converges to 0. If {xn} weakly converges to 0, then limn→∞〈xn, y〉 = 0 for
any y ∈ H. This implies that
lim
n→∞〈Cxn, y〉 = limn→∞〈C y, xn〉 = 0 for any y ∈ H,
and so {Cxn} weakly converges to 0. Hence we conclude σle(T )∗ = σle(T ∗).
(iii) If x ∈ ker(T −λ), then (T −λ)∗Cx = C(T −λ)x = 0. Therefore Cx ∈ ker(T −λ)∗ , that is, Cker(T −λ) ⊂ ker(T −λ)∗ and
ker(T − λ) ⊂ Cker(T − λ)∗ . Similarly, we obtain that Cker(T − λ)∗ ⊂ ker(T − λ) and ker(T − λ)∗ ⊂ Cker(T − λ). Hence we
have the equalities Cker(T − λ)∗ = ker(T − λ) and Cker(T − λ) = ker(T − λ)∗ . 
Lemma 4.2. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator and let λ ∈ C. Then the following statements hold.
(i) T − λ has ﬁnite ascent if and only if T ∗ − λ has ﬁnite ascent.
(ii) T − λ has ﬁnite descent if and only if T ∗ − λ has ﬁnite descent.
Proof. Since T is a complex symmetric operator, we can choose any conjugation C on H with CT C = T ∗ .
(i) Suppose that ker(T −λ)m = ker(T −λ)m+1 for some positive integer m. In order to show that T ∗ −λ has ﬁnite ascent,
it is enough to prove that ker(T ∗ − λ)m+1 ⊂ ker(T ∗ − λ)m . If x ∈ ker(T ∗ − λ)m+1, then
(T − λ)m+1Cx = C(T ∗ − λ)m+1x = 0.
Hence Cx ∈ ker(T − λ)m+1 = ker(T − λ)m , which implies that(
T ∗ − λ)mx = C(T − λ)mCx = 0.
Therefore, x ∈ ker(T ∗ − λ)m . Thus we obtain ker(T ∗ − λ)m+1 ⊂ ker(T ∗ − λ)m . Since it is clear that ker(T ∗ − λ)m+1 ⊃
ker(T ∗ − λ)m holds, we get that T ∗ − λ has ﬁnite ascent. The converse implication holds in a similar way.
(ii) Assume ran(T − λ)n = ran(T − λ)n+1 for some positive integer n. We will show that ran(T ∗ − λ)n ⊂ ran(T ∗ − λ)n+1.
If y ∈ ran(T ∗ − λ)n , set y = (T ∗ − λ)nx for some x ∈ H. Since
C y = C(T ∗ − λ)nx = (T − λ)nCx ∈ ran(T − λ)n = ran(T − λ)n+1,
there is z ∈ H such that C y = (T − λ)n+1z. Thus
y = C(T − λ)n+1z = (T ∗ − λ)n+1Cz ∈ ran(T ∗ − λ)n+1,
and ran(T ∗ − λ)n ⊂ ran(T ∗ − λ)n+1. Since the opposite inclusion obviously holds, we get that T ∗ − λ has ﬁnite descent. The
converse holds using a similar method. 
Lemma 4.3. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then the following properties hold.
(i) dimker(T − λ) is ﬁnite if and only if dimker(T − λ)∗ is ﬁnite. In particular,
dimker(T − λ) = dimker(T − λ)∗.
(ii) T − λ has closed range if and only if (T − λ)∗ has closed range.
Proof. Let T be a complex symmetric operator with conjugation C .
(i) Let J be any conjugation on ker(T −λ). Since C is a bijection from ker(T −λ) onto ker(T ∗ −λ), it follows that U = C J
is a unitary operator from ker(T − λ) onto ker(T ∗ − λ). Hence dimker(T − λ) = dimker(T − λ)∗.
(ii) Suppose that ran(T − λ) = ran(T − λ). If y ∈ ran(T − λ)∗ , then there is a sequence {yn} ∈ ran(T − λ)∗ such that
limn→∞ ‖yn − y‖ = 0. Choose a sequence xn ∈ H such that yn = (T − λ)∗xn . Since C yn = C(T − λ)∗xn = (T − λ)Cxn , C yn ∈
ran(T − λ). Since limn→∞ ‖C yn − C y‖ = 0, it follows that C y ∈ ran(T − λ) = ran(T − λ). Set C y = (T − λ)z for some z ∈ H.
Then y = C(T − λ)z = (T − λ)∗Cz ∈ ran(T − λ)∗ . Thus ran(T − λ)∗ ⊂ ran(T − λ)∗ . Hence (T − λ)∗ has closed range. The
converse holds using a similar method. 
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example, let T = S∗ ⊕ S ∈ L(H ⊕ H) where S is the unilateral shift. Then T is a complex symmetric operator by [26], but
T = S∗ ⊕ S satisﬁes neither Weyl’s theorem nor Browder’s theorem (see [1]). We now consider equivalent conditions for a
complex symmetric operator to satisfy Weyl’s theorem or Browder’s theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. Then the following statements hold.
(i) T satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem if and only if T ∗ does.
(ii) T satisﬁes Browder’s theorem if and only if T ∗ does.
Proof. (i) We ﬁrst claim that σw(T )∗ = σw(T ∗); that is, T −λ is Weyl if and only if (T −λ)∗ is Weyl. If (T −λ) is Weyl, then
(T −λ) is Fredholm with index 0. Since ran(T −λ) is closed, by Lemma 4.1 ran(T −λ)∗ is also closed. In addition, Lemma 4.3
implies that dimker(T − λ) = dimker(T − λ)∗ < ∞. Hence (T − λ)∗ is Weyl. The converse implication holds using a similar
method. Therefore, σw(T )∗ = σw(T ∗). Since σ(T )∗ = σ(T ∗), it suﬃces to show that π00(T )∗ = π00(T ∗). If λ ∈ π00(T ), then
λ ∈ σp(T ) ∩ isoσ(T ) with dimker(T − λ) < ∞. Since σp(T ∗) = σp(T )∗ by Lemma 4.1 and (isoσ(T ))∗ = isoσ(T ∗), we have
λ ∈ σp(T ∗) ∩ isoσ(T ∗). Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that dim ker(T − λ)∗ = dimker(T − λ) < ∞. Hence λ ∈
π00(T ∗). Therefore, π00(T )∗ ⊂ π00(T ∗). Similarly, π00(T ∗) ⊂ π00(T )∗ , and the proof is completed.
(ii) Since σw(T )∗ = σw(T )∗ from (i), it suﬃces to show that σb(T )∗ = σb(T ∗). Let λ /∈ σb(T ) and choose a conjugation C
on H with CT C = T ∗ . Since T − λ is Fredholm, T ∗ − λ is Fredholm from Lemma 4.1. Moreover since T − λ has ﬁnite ascent
and ﬁnite descent, so does T ∗ −λ by Lemma 4.2. Hence λ /∈ σb(T ∗). Thus σb(T ∗) ⊂ σb(T )∗ . Similarly σb(T )∗ ⊂ σb(T ∗). Hence
σb(T )∗ = σb(T ∗), and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 4.5. Let T ∈ L(H) be a complex symmetric operator. If T˜ (k) is hyponormal for some nonnegative integer k, then T ∗ satisﬁes
Weyl’s theorem.
Proof. If T˜ (k) is hyponormal, then T˜ (k) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem by [5]. Based on the argument used in Theorem 1.21 of [18],
we obtain that T satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem. By Theorem 4.4, we then conclude that T ∗ satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem. 
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